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About this unit

Introduce key figures from Old and New Testaments, alongside stories from other 
religious traditions; focus on key beliefs that the stories demonstrate and the commitment 
that comes from those beliefs.

Resources: key religious figures and the key beliefs of chosen faiths - stories of 
Muhammad’s (pbuh) childhood, stories about Sikh gurus

Levels of attainment 

Challenges and dilemmas

When handling holy books, be aware of how believers would want them to be handled 
and demonstrate this.

When talking about faith leaders and their life stories, it is inappropriate to draw pictures 
of Muhammad (pbuh).

Fields of enquiry

Teaching Objectives Learning Outcomes AT1 Learning Outcomes AT2

Provide opportunities for children 
to:

I can: I can:

Beliefs, Teachings & Sources
explore their understanding of belief

through faith stories, find out what 
people believe

talk about belief

recognise that other people might 
have similar beliefs

talk about the beliefs expressed in 
a faith story 

say how people’s beliefs come from 
different faith stories

reflect on what other people believe
 
respond sensitively to similarities in 
what people believe
 
talk about a faith story and say why it 
is special to me
 
compare my response to a belief 
expressed in a religious story to that 
of a faith member

Values & Commitments
explore rules for living

recognise commitment to a way of 
life or cause

talk about rules which people 
follow in their daily lives and 
recognise right and wrong 
behaviour

identify the special rules that 
religious people follow

talk about what commitment 
means 

recognise commitment in the life of 
a religious person

understand that I have a 
responsibility for my own behaviour 
and that I can make choices which 
might affect others

make links between my values and 
behaviour
 
think about my commitments

reflect on the commitments of 
a religious person and my own 
commitments

Practices & Ways of Life
explore religious festivals and 
celebrations

identify the similarities between 
religious festivals

suggest reasons why festivals are 
important 

Level
AT1 (Knowledge & 

Understanding)
AT2 (Reflection & Response)

1
Talk about rules which people 
follow each day

Talk about right and wrong 
behaviour

2
Retell a religious story which 
involves a belief 

Explain how Jesus’ friends might 
have felt when they saw he was 
alive again

3
Make links between different faith 
celebrations of new life

Suggest reasons why different 
festivals are important to believers

Recommended teaching time:  14 hours per term



RE 
LEARNING 

CYCLE

This is a spiral curriculum model; plan to revisit 
sections of the cycle to further develop learning.

Prepare for learning

individuals and groups
Open the Book stories 
roleplay

Identify Learning Outcomes
- shape enquiry

what is a ‘belief ’? what do I believe in?

do others believe the same as me?

what are my values and ‘commitments’?

Reflect on learning

why Jesus is inspirational to Christians today

where I get my values

how I show commitment

what influences my choices

how festivals demonstrate the beliefs of faith 
members 

Share new understanding
- communicate and evaluate

consider the similarities and differences in the beliefs of people of 
different faiths

read and explain why a piece of sacred writing is important to a 
believer

show the commitment needed to fulfil hopes expressed in the prayer 
of St Francis of Assisi - Make Me a Channel of Your Peace

focus on an aspect such as food; identify similarities between religious 
festivals - Mardi Gras, Chinese New Year, Ramadan, Easter

Search for meaning
- investigate and interpret

learn about key beliefs of two faiths

identify commitment as demonstrated in faith stories

explore values and rules for the daily life of a faith member

recognise right and wrong behaviour in roleplaying moral 
dilemmas

take part in a seasonal festival or celebration; unpack the beliefs 
that underpin it

Provide new information
- think about religion and belief

interview a local personality and a faith member; 
what are their beliefs? what are they committed to?

explore the commitment made by significant people 
of faith

listen to a simple version of the Lord’s Prayer ; talk 
about what a believer might pray for

Engage the learner

mission statements 
faith creeds
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